I found:

HELD, BLM brass cap on 1½ iron post stamped "T2S R8W S28 S27 S33 S34 1956" in stone mound.  (See BLM field notes.)

OSRF brass cap on 1½" iron pipe stamped "T2S R8W S28 S27 S33 S34 1953 2311", 'South 0.09' and West 0.15' of BLM BC, Rewitness Book 2 Page 302, NOT HELD.  (See BLM field notes.)

From which: GLO BT:

34" rotten stump bears S62°W 16 lks.  (34" burned snag bears S62°W 16 lks.  See BLM field notes.)  Note: SE & NW BT's are now gone

BLM BTs:

33° burnt stump with some scribing bears N52°E 35 lks.  (33° burnt stump bears N52°E 35 lks.  See BLM field notes.)

rotten stub, no scribing, bears S23.5°E 89 lks.  (20" burned stub bears S22.5°E 89 lks.  See BLM field notes.)

rotten stub, no scribing, bears S64°W 39 lks.  (18" burned snag bears S64°W 39 lks.  See BLM field notes.)

50" burnt snag no scribing bears N50°W 87 lks.  (50" burned snag bears N50°W 87 lks.  See BLM field notes.)

I set:

Carsonite post 4' North, and 4 New BTs as follows:

12" Hemlock scribed "T2S R8W S34 BT" bears S65°E 25.9' to brass nail & washer stamped "LS 2507" between the B & T;

9" Hemlock scribed "T2S R8W S27 BT" bears N41°E 15.9' to brass nail & washer stamped "LS 2507" between the B & T;

15" Douglas Fir scribed "T2S R8W S28 BT" bears N28°W 13.3' to brass nail & washer stamped "LS 2507" between the B & T;

14" Douglas Fir scribed "T2S R8W S33 BT" bears S45°W 15.3' to brass nail & washer stamped "LS 2507" between the B & T;

In the presence of Terry Jones, Dallas Esplin